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Abstract—This paper presents an overview of the field related
to tracking, quantification and analysis of animal behavior, with
attention to Drosophila melanogaster and their application to the
analysis of social behavior in terms of social networks analysis.

Examples of using the method of complex networks analysis
over social interaction networks of animals and application of
the analysis of network measures to changes within the group
and the behavior of individuals within the group are presented.

The method of analysis of complex networks at the global,
middle and local level is described with reference to measures
and their role in the analysis of social networks.

In preliminary work we tested method of complex network
analysis over Drosophila melanogaster groups, one group was
controle and one was psichostymulant induced and tracked
changes in their networks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Complex networks analysis is relatively new area that is
being actively researched. They have their application in
various domains such as distribution networks [1], biological
networks [2], , wang2014identification, information networks
[3], social networks [4], etc.

Complex networks have also found their application in the
field of studying behavior within a group. They enabled the
quantification and dynamic display of group behavior using
social interaction networks. Many papers use the method of
analyzing complex networks in researching animal behavior
[?, 5, 27]. Network analysis can be performed at multiple
levels. We can approach networks to analyze their basic com-
ponent which is the node, by exploring measures concerning
the local level of the network. Then at the middle level we can
observe the relationships between the nodes that occur within
the network and the sub-graphs that these nodes form. And
finally, we observe the properties of the complete network on a
global scale, where we observe measures relating to the whole
network. As the mutual relationship of individuals itself does
not consist of only one form of behavior but is much more
complex. Multilayer networks [6]–[8] and multiplex networks
[9, 10] can also be used to display and analyze such complex
systems and compelx behaviors.

In this research we are focused on analysis of
psychostimulant-induced group behaviours u in Drosophila
melanogaster.Addiction is a complex disease that in
the laboratory environment is reduced to the study
of easily measurable addiction-related endophenotypes
[11]. Social interaction and drug addiction booth share
common neuromodulatory neurons in the brain. Drosophila
melanogaster has been successfully used as a model organism
for the study of behaviours related to addiction: alcohol,
nicotine and cocaine [12]–[14].

Decades of basic research on neurobiological mechanisms
of drug addiction uncover main protein targets and neuro-
plastic changes induced by drug addiction. But despite huge
success in biological research we are still missing effective
method of treating addiction in humans. A potential reason
for this is that mechanistic studies using animal models do
not incorporate a critical trait of human addiction, volitional
choices between drug use and social interaction. Recent studies
on rats suggests that social interaction can change the activity
of specific neuronal circuits that control drug craving and
relapse [15, 16]. To address influence of psychostimulant on
social interaction networks before and after the administration
of psychostimulants Drosophila melanogaster is used.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In the second
Section overview of related work is given. In the third Section
overview of complex network measures is presented. Fourth
Section presents experiment and preliminary results. In the
fifth Section give future work and last Section concludes the
paper.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Animal social networks

Complex networks have proven to as a good tool in for the
analysis of complex data and systems [17, 18].

Application of complex networks in the analysis of living
beings are social networks or social interaction networks.
Social networks are networks in which, a node represents an
individual and the link between two nodes represent relation-
ship between these two individuals [19, 20]. Depending of the



domain and task these networks can be constructed as directed
or undirected and weighted or unweighted.

Makagon et al. describe standardized mathematical methods
for calculating metrics of socialization in interaction networks
of animals [21]. They propose a set of standard network
measures that can been used for analysis of the social behavior
of animals in general. In the proposed (Section IV) approach,
we use some of these measures, but we cover the wider
set of measures. We include some other network measures
that have been usually applied in the domain of collaboration
network analysis [22] such as: average strength, shortest path
length, global efficiency, transitivity,number of components,
modularity, local network measures, etc.

Application of network measures can be used as a tool
to find patterns of behavior within groups of animals in
different species and thus it can help us observed changes
in relationships within the group that occur under a particular
external or internal influence and understand behavior on wider
scale [23]–[25].

Drewe et al. analyzed interactions of wild merkat population
and found significant differences in structure over shorter
timescales, they pointed that strongest predictors of network
structure were spatial factors and pointed that social network
analysis must take spatial factors into account [26].

Further, in [27] authors provided theoretical analysis of
macaques networks and concluded that networks of intolerant
and tolerant societies appeared to be robust to the loss of
individuals.

Authors in [5] examined prairie dog social groups and found
well connected individuals acting as hubs or bridges inside
network and pointed that social network analysis is a robust
and efficient tool for examining social dynamics.

B. Social networks of Drosophila melanogaster

There are only few studies of the social interaction networks
of the Drosophila melanogaster. The main reason is that it is
hard to collect individual tracking data of large groups of flies.

Schneider et al. authors studied formation of nonrandom
social interaction networks of Drosophila melanogaster [28].
They set a method of constructing social interaction networks,
where mutual interactions are determined according to three
criteria: angle, mutual distance of individuals and duration of
interaction between individuals.

It is pointed out that social networks formation depends on
chemo-sensory cues and that measures in formed networks
differ by different wild-type strains. Specific behaviour types
and their quantitative values between flies are displayed in [29]
and structure stability over time in social interaction networks
is shown in [30].

Pasquaretta et al. tested information spreading in social
network between ’informed’ and ’uninformed’ flies, and using
social network analysis, showed that selective information use
seems to be based on the level of homogeneity of the social
network [31].

In [32] authors show that with usage of combined quantita-
tive and genetic tools to is possible to display social network

formation and collective behavior in Drosophila melanogaster
group behaviour.

In [33] authors introduced a computer vision pipeline for
tracking and analysis large groups of flies and tracking results
were used to track changes in social interaction networks.
They compared social interactions of fruit flies that have been
isolated with social interactions of the controlled population.

Quantitative behaviour measures differences among individ-
uals differ within population but have positive correlation and
permanency of particular behaviour through time of experi-
ment in [34] and measures of position and mutual distance
between individual flies can differ, and they depend on sex,
genotype and social environment [34, 35].

C. Tracking and annotation software

With the development of artificial intelligence and video
tracking techniques, software for tracking animals and their be-
havior has been developed and improved [36]. There is several
programs that that allow tracking Drosophila melanogaster on
individual level within the group. They differ in the number of
individuals, they can track other animals [37]–[40] and some
of them are primary developed for flies tracking [34, 41].

The most widespread and most commonly used is Ctrax
which enables tracking up to 50 flies [35] . although quite
often present Ctrax has been shown to create errors when
tracking individuals (loss of tracking, change of identity, etc.)
so new software is being developed that solves this problem
[42], proved to be more accurate in one-hour videos, where
no identity swaps were achieved within groups of up to 50
individuals. With development of this methods and software
it is possible to track individuals within a group and then
identify the types of their behavior with manual or automatic
annotation [33, 43].

D. Complex network analysis software

A library written in the Python programming language,
called NetworkX, is used to analyze network data [44]. Gephi
an open source software was used to visualize and edit the
visual appearance of a given network [45].

III. METHODOLOGY

Network is represented as a graph G = (V,E) which is a
pair of two sets, the first set V consisting of vertices and the
second set E consisting of edges. In the domain of network
analysis, the vertices are referred as nodes and the edges are
called links. In weighted networks every link connecting two
nodes i and j has an associated weight wij [46].

The total number of vertices is denoted as N and the
total number of edges is denoted as K. On the global level
we analyse standard network measures in order to describe
network characteristics.

A. Analysis on the global level

At the global level, we observe measures that are related to
the entire network. Their values help us to identify the network
itself with networks that are similar to it or to give us some
properties that a given network possesses.



We will first show the measures that are related to the
properties of clustering. In general, the clustering coefficient
is a measure which defines the presence of loops of order
three. The clustering coefficient of a node i is defined as:

Ci =
eij

ki(ki − 1)

where eij represents the number of pairs of neighbors of a
node i that are connected. Then average clustering coefficient
is defined as: 〈c〉 = 1

N

∑
i ci. There is another variant of

the clustering coefficient which takes into account weights in
the network defined for weighted networks denoted as 〈cw〉.
Network transitivity is another measure of clustering, where
possible triangles are identified by the number of triads (two
links with a shared node):

T = 3
#triangles

#triads

Further, node asortativity is a measure of a preference for
attaching to other nodes that are similar. There are various
possibilities to define similarity. Network is said to show
assortative mixing by degree if nodes tend to be connected
to other nodes with similar degree. If opposite is true than we
say that network show disassortative mixing by degree. It is
calculated as Pearson correlation:

r =

∑
jk jk(ejk − qjqk)

σ2
q

where ejk is the joint probability distribution of the excess
degrees of the two nodes at either end of a randomly chosen
link. Here qjqk and σ2

q are the expected value or mean, and
standard deviation, of the excess degree distribution.

The maximum number of edges in network if we exclude
self-edges and multiedges is 1

2n(n−1) where n stands for the
number of nodes. If we count all network connections made
as m we can easily present network density as:

ρ =
2m

n(n− 1)

In the following, we continue with the measures related to
the length of the path in the network. Average path length
where dij denotes the number of links lying on the shortest
path between nodes n i, j ∈ V :

L =
∑
i,j

dij
N(N − 1)

And the network diameter is the longest of all the calculated
shortest paths in a network D = max(dij).

Based on distances between nodes in the network, global
efficiency is defined as a property which can show how
efficiently information is exchanging over the network:

Eglob(G) =
1

N(N − 1)

∑
i6=j∈G

1

dij

.
Number of components in network shows how well is

network connected and enables identification the size of the
giant (largest) connected component.

B. Analysis on the middle level

At the middle level of network analysis, the relationships
between nodes within given group or set is observed. We call
this set or group a sub-graph of the network. Number of nodes
in sub-graph is smaller than the total number of nodes in the
network and sub-graph size is most often predefined by certain
rules or algorithms.

The most important measure at the central level by which
communities within a network are identified is modularity. It
is a measure of the strength of division of a network into
communities, and maximum value of the modularity is 1.
Community detection is usually performed with the use of
the Louvain algorithm [47].

In addition to sub-graph that do not have a predefined
number of nodes, we can also observe sets that have a
predefined number of nodes. In this way we can observe motifs
and graphlets in the network.

Motifs are patterns of directed sub-graphs in the directed
networks. The aim of motif-based network characterisation is
to detect significantly over-represented and underrepresented
patterns of motifs in the network [48], [49]. Motifs in the
network defines: their pattern, occurrence and significance in
the network. Motifs contribute to a better understanding of the
network and its structure, and help predict network behavior.
It should be noted that the motifs are consisted of directed
edges, where on the other side grapleths don’t.

Graphlets are non-isomorphic sub-graphs of a larger net-
work [50]. As noted before, their difference from motifs is
that graphlets are sub-grahs of undirected networks. From the
node perspective, nodes position within the graphlet and in
which graphlets it participates is taken into account.

Graphlets of 2 to 5 nodes and motifs consisting of 3 to
8 nodes are most often searched for in the network, these
figures are relevant in terms of computational power, but they
are also most often used in research. Sub-graph counting can
be performed using Exact Sub-graph Enumeration algorithm
[51] and Sub-graph sampling [52].

C. Analysis on the local level

At the local level we observe measures that relate directly
to the node itself. These measures are based on the number of
node edges and its position within the network itself and the
relationship with other nodes.

The number of edges directly connected to node is nodes
degree. If edges are weighted then the weight degree of the
node is considered and in directed network we distinguish
in-degree and out-degree which are based on inbound and
outbound node edges. In multigraph two nodes can share
multiple edges between them, and therefore node degree does
not reflect the number of neighbors of that node [17]. In
the context of social networks the degree of node can be
interpreted as the amount of interaction of an individual
(degree) with other individuals (nodes) in the network [53].

With the help of nodes degree, centrality measures can be
derrivered. Centrality measures play important role in social
network analysis and their application helps to find most



important nodes (persons/animals) in the network. They can
be also used as a specific measure of an individual’s behavior
within a group (network).

Degree centrality is the most basic measure we can calcu-
late after determining the degree of nodes and it is the fraction
of nodes for which is node connected, shares edge. In social
networks, the degree centrality can tell us about the connection
of the node itself with other nodes in the network and thus
about the nodes ability to exchange and receive information
from other nodes or to influence their behavior.

While degree centrality can be useful to detect most con-
nected nodes in network, we can’t say nothing about ’quality’
of neighbours the node is connected with. With Eigenvector
centrality the node ’importance’ in network is measured,
and it is measure of how good are adjacent nodes of node
connected. It can be interpreted as node centrality based on
centrality of nodes neighbors.

The nodes position in the network according to the mean
distance to all other nodes is expressed with closeness central-
ity and its application in social networks analysis, for example,
may be that a node that has a small distance to all other nodes
in the network may indicate that information from that node
can spread faster and easier in the network.

While in closeness centrality we look at the length of
the path, with the analysis of the path itself, we can make
a different approach to interpretation and we can measure
fraction of all shortest paths in network that passes through
given node defining betweenness centrality. This measure
can be useful in social networks to find individuals who act
as bridges between groups within the network or to determine
role in network that node has.

IV. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

This section describes preliminary results for analysis
of psychostimulant-induced group behaviours using network
based framework in Drospophila melanogaster.

We experimented with a network based approach for analy-
sis of the group behaviours of adult Drosophila melanogaster
males. We performed a quantitative analysis of social inter-
action networks structure and topology on the local, middle
and global network level. The main goal of this experiment
was is to identify which network properties capture the
psychostimulant-induced behaviour in the social interaction
networks of fruit flies. More precisely, the aim of this exper-
iment is to explore which network measures can differentiate
between psychostimulant-induced behaviours and usual group
behaviours.

We used circular arena reduced to two dimensional motion
and video recording of flies’ interactions. Next, by using open
source software Flytracker [29] we identified touch events of
flies and based on these data, we construct a set of weighted
social interaction networks [?]. In social interaction networks,
nodes represent flies, edges denote interactions between two
flies and weights count frequencies of interactions between
two flies. We compare social interaction networks of two
different groups of flies: (i) CTRL networks based on the

social interactions of the group of flies raised on the regular
food (ii) COC networks based on the social interaction of
flies that was administrated orally trough food to 0.5 mg/mL
of cocaine for 24 hours before tracking.

We observe the behaviour of the individual within the
network on the local level and the global measures of the
network. By distributing a local network measure, we can see
the differences in the behaviour of the individual. Preliminary
results confirm our assumption that there are certain measures
that may differentiate between CTRL and COC networks.

A. Data acquisition

Male flies are selected for the experiment the and processed
day before with the cold anesthesia, after which they stay
together in a bottle for next 24 hours. In the first bottle, males
are placed on a normal nutrient medium. In the second, they
are on a substrate that contains drugs.

The arena is made of plexiglass, the lower part is made
of blurred white plexiglass for lighted background. The upper
part is transparent so the movement can be observed. The arena
was made with the help of Faculty of Engineering, Department
of Mechanical Engineering 1.

For video tracking we use Flytracker program, which ex-
tracts the position of all individual flies and some other
measures. The output of the program in tables that have all
individual units recorded for each frame.

Time duration of observation is 10 min. Flies are placed in
the arena, filming process start after first 15 min used for for
environment adaptation.

B. Network construction

Network is represented as a graph G = (V,E) which is a
pair of two sets, the first set V consisting of vertices and the
second set E consisting of edges.

Based on the data extracted using Flytracker, we constructed
weighted networks of interactions between flies. The network
is constructed in such a way that each fly is a node and the
link is established if two flies have interaction within two body
distances (4mm) longer than 0.5 seconds. The weights in the
graph are determined as total time spent in contact (within
4mm) and count of how many times flies made contact during
one observation.

We separate networks into two different groups: CTRL
networks and COC networks based group of flies raised on
the regular food and group of flies that was administrated with
cocaine.

C. Network based analysis of SIN

In this Section we present the preliminary results of the
comparison of five CTRL networks and five COC networks.
Additionally, we calculated average values of all global mea-
sures for both network classes. All values of global network
measures are reported in Table I.

It is possible to identify set of measures that exhibit certain
differences between CTRL networks and COC networks. It

1http://www.riteh.uniri.hr/ustroj/zavodi/zks/



measure average CTRL average COC
N 30.40 27.40
K 43 72.20 5
< k > 2.82 5.19
< s > 4.25 7.83
d 0.10 0.19
L 2.63 2.09
D 6.00 4.20
Eglob 0.27 0.47
c 0.21 0.30
T 0.26 0.41
dhet 0.85 0.72
r -0.12 -0.01
NC 8.40 3.40
GCC 22.6 25
Q 0.31 0.20

TABLE I: Global measures in social interaction networks for
COC and CTRL populations: number of nodes N , number of
links K, avg degree < k >, avg. strength < s >, density d,
avg. path length L, diameter D, global efficiency Eglob, clus-
tering coeff. c, transitivity T , heterogeneity dhet, asortativity
r, number of components NC , size of giant component GCC
and modularity Q.

is shown that there is a significant difference for values
of average degree and strength. Values of average degree
are twice as high in the COC networks than in the CTRL
networks. Consequently, values of network density are also
twice as high in COC networks. Transitivity is higher in COC
networks as well. For average clustering coefficient there are
higher values in COC networks for weighted and unweighted
measures of clustering, while average weighted clustering
coefficient measure have small difference between networks.
Average betweenness centrality does not differ significantly
between networks for unweighted values, while for weighted
values we have slightly higher measures for COC networks.

For range measures there are slightly higher values in
diameter and shortest path length in CTRL networks. Values
of degree heterogeneity and assortativity do not show any
differences between networks.

On the middle level, there are differences in number of
communities. On average, CTRL networks have twice more
communities than COC networks, this fact is due to the large
number of individuals that are not connected to the rest of the
network in CTRL networks. As well, values of the modularity
measure differ in terms that these values are higher in CTRL
networks than in COC networks. Size of communities is on
average slightly larger in COC networks, including an average
value of the biggest community in networks (see table II).

Measure Ave CTRL Ave COC
Number of communities 11.6 6.8
Number of single element communities 7 2.4
Number of communities without single 4.6 4.4
Biggest community size 7.8 8.4
Size of the second biggest community 5.8 6.6
modularity (Q) 0.307 0.1964

TABLE II: Measures of the middle layer for COC and CTRL
networks.

On local network level we analysed individual flies as nodes
in terms of four centrality measures: closeness centrality and
degree centrality. The results are shown as box plots diagrams
in Fig. 1 and in Fig. 2. There are differences in values in these
centrality measures distributions for which COC networks tend
to have higher values than CTRL networks.

Fig. 1: Degree centrality measures distributions across CTRL
and COC social interaction networks.

Fig. 2: Closeness centrality measures distributions across
CTRL and COC social interaction networks.

V. FUTURE WORK

With this approach of analysis, a universal tool can be
created to monitor changes in the system that occur during
external influence on system participants, in our case nodes in
the network. And thus one can observe the changes that occur
over individuals after a certain influence of the mentioned
external force occurs on them.

The approach to behavior analysis using the method of
complex networks has already proven to be a good and useful
tool. Thus, it can be used to investigate in detail the values
that the behavior of a particular group or individual creates.



This approach facilitates and simplifies the quantification of
behavior and can be used as assistant tool in the research of
the genetic background responsible for behavior.

For the further work we plan to extend this preliminary
experiment in few directions: (i) investigate which network
measures are important for the study of social interactions
of Drosophila melanogaster in different conditions. Different
conditions refer to different amounts of psychostimulants that
would be given to the group before the experiment itself, and
also changes in the group that would first be observed without
the influence of psychostimulants and after the influence of
the same. Experiments with specific strains of Drosophila
melanogaster would then be performed, and their network
properties would also be examined and compared with net-
works created with populations that were on psychostimulant.

(ii) Develop a network-based methodology for the analysis
of Drosophila melanogaster SIN-s that can be applied to vari-
ous situations in terms of quantitative analysis and comparison
of drugged / non-drugged, mutants / non-mutants groups of
flies.

(ii) Another idea is to expand the proposed methodology to
analysis of complex networks in such a way that a multilayer
or multiplex network is created from the monitoring data by
interpretation. Here it is necessary to explore the application
of multiplex and multilayer networks. And it should be added
that in addition to data analysis, the interpretation itself with
complex networks.

(iii) It is also possible to perform an analysis of the trajec-
tory of individuals using machine learning and deep learning
methods. Preliminary results showed that it is possible to per-
form precise classification with deep learning in distinguishing
behaviors and trajectory segments between individuals of the
control group and the group under psychostimulant.

VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

This paper provides an overview of existing research and
methods for network-based analysis of SIN of the Drosophila
melanogaster. Further examples are presented by analyzing
social interaction networks on animal networks and overview
of the measures of complex networks is then given. Pre-
liminary results of the research focused on the compari-
son of behaviours between two populations of Drosophila
melanogaster: usual group behaviours vs. psychostimulant-
induced behaviour in terms of social interaction networks is
presented. The comparison is performed on the global, middle
and local network level.

On the local level we can see that the average values of
degree and closeness centrality are almost twice as high for
COC networks, while the measures of eigenvector centrality
and betweenness across COC and CTRL networks are on
average equal, while. Thus, it could be concluded that psycho-
stimulant treatment increased the activity of nodes in the
networks.

Measure of modularity which is on average higher for
CTRL networks shows that CTRL networks have higher ten-
dency to form communities that COC networks. This property

may indicate that increased activity in COC networks did
not increased interactions within the communities (groups of
flies) in population, but on the contrary, the communication
is spreading outside the communities. On the global level,
measures related to the number of links in the network are
significantly higher in COC networks, and thus the measures
that include the shortest path have resulted in increased values
in COC networks. Consequently, this resulted in increased
global efficiency in COC networks.

Overall, we can conclude that there are differences between
in values of certain measures of COC and CTRL networks. To
confirm these preliminary findings for interaction networks of
Drosophila melanogaster we will perform similar experiments
in much larger sets of networks.
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